Sandwich NP-based biobarcode assay for quantification C-reactive protein in plasma samples.
A NP-based biobarcode for C-reactive protein (CRP) quantification in plasma samples is reported for the first time. The assay uses capture antibody functionalized magnetic beads (pAbCRP2-MP), multifunctional oligonucleotide encoded probes modified with a detection antibody (pAbCRP1-ePSP), and a fluorescent DNA microarray. Thus, magnetic beads are added to the sample to form immunocomplexes that will be isolated, to then add the codified particles to form a sandwich complex with both particles and the target protein, subsequently the complexes are treated to release the oligonucleotide codes, which are finally hybridized in a fluorescent DNA microarray. The assay has been implemented to the analysis of plasma samples being able to quantify this biomarker within 900 ng mL-1 to 12500 ng mL-1 with an excellent accuracy (mean of recovery of 99.5 ± 4.2%, N = 3). The CRP biobarcode has been used on a small pilot clinical study in which plasma samples from patients suffering different pathologies, most of them related to cardiovascular diseases (CVDs). The samples have been analyzed and the results compared to a reference method demonstrating that the assay can be useful for monitoring this biomarker on patients being suspicious to be under risk of suffering CVDs or other diseases involving inflammatory processes.